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Insonification of the microstructure of materials results in a backscatteredsignal consisting of
multiple interfering echoeswith random amplitudes and phases.Information pertaining to
grain scattering cross section and grain size distribution is an inherent property ofthe
backscattered signal. A statistical model ofgrain signals is developed that describes the spatial
and time averaged data, and their relationship to signal attenuation caused by scattering and
absorption. Both spatial and temporal averaging permits the estimation of the attenuation
coefficient, which has been found to be position dependent. Furthermore, it has been shown
experimentally and theoretically that the performance of spatial and time averaging is
governed by correlation properties ofthe grain signal'
PACS numbers:43.20.Fn,43.35.Cg,43.35.2c

INTRODUCTION
The importance of grain size estimation has long been
recognizedin examining many inherent mechanicalproperties such as strength and toughness,r'2and the magnetic
propertiesof somematerials.3'aAmong the various methods
for evaluating the microstructure of materials, the utilization ofthe ultrasonic backscattered signal has been proven to
be a simple and efficient method of nondestructive testing.
Most studies dealing with ultrasonic microstructure evaluation are based on comparison of the attenuation coefficient
of specimens with unknown grain sizes to specimens with
known grain sizes under similar experimental conditions.
The attenuation measurement is generally accomplished either by comparing the front and back surface echoes of a
specimenof known thicknessusing the pulse-echomode, or
by comparing the intensity of the pulse through the unknown specimen with that of the calibrated specimen using
the transmission mode. Both methods have some practical
limitationss: (a) Flat and parallel surfaces are important for
efficient measurement; (b) since the measured attenuation
coefficient representsan averagevalue over the entire Propagation path, the local variations of the attenuation coefficient cannot be obtained; and ( c ) good coupling between the
transducer and sample is essential for minimum energy
losses.
The backscattered grain echoesare random signals that
bear information related to the attenuation propertiesof the
materials.The variation of attenuation as a function of position representsstatisticalchangesin the scatteringcrosssection and absorption properties of grains. It must be noted
that attenuation in the backscatteredfield is influenced by
many random physical parameterssuch as grain size, grain
shape (elongated,flattened,equiaxed,or mixture), grain
orientation (randoni or preferred), quality of grain boundaries (presenceor absenceofvoids or inclusions), and the
proportion of chemical constituents.nSome earlier research
efforts have been directed at characterizing the statistical
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In this article,we presenta statisticalcomparisonof the
time averagingmethod accomplishedusinga singlel-scan
and ensembleaveragingthat requires multiple measurementsobtainedby changingthe position of the transducer.
The backscatteredgrain signal is representedby a mathematicalmodel and is usedfor obtainingthe ultrasonicattenuationcoefficient.Correlationefectson the performance
of attenuationestimationand the local variation of attenuation coefficientsare discussed.Finally, both ensembleand
time averagingareimplementedfor characterizingthe grain
are providedbased
sizein steelsamples.Recommendations
on the comparisonof experimentalresultsand theoretical
predictions.
I. GRAINATTENUATION
When an ultrasonicburst of soundtravelsthrough an
materials,its amplitudeis attenuatedas
inhomogeneous
A. -- Ao€-

lia{zadz,

(I )

where lo is the initial amplitude, l, is the amplitude at the
given position z corresponding to time /, and c(2,/) is the
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TABLE I. Scatteringcoefficientsas function of grain diameter and frequen-

Scatteringregion

Scatteringfunction

Relationships

Rayleigh

C,Dt.fo

A>D

Stochastic

C.Df'

)=D

Difusive

C,/D

A<D
ULTRASONIC
TRANSDUCER

position and frequency-dependentattenuation coefficient.If
materials exhibit homogeneousproperties as a function of
position z, the above equation can be simplified to
A , : A r r e -o (f "

(2)

whete q(z,J) : a(J). In general, the attenuation coefficient has two major causes:

a(J): a.(h + o,(J),

(3)

where the term ao ( l) is a hysteresisloss causedmainly by
the inelasticbehavior of the materials,and the term a, ( /) is
a scatteringlossmainly associatedwith the characteristicsof
grain and phase boundaries (acoustical impedance discontinuities). In many practical situations, grain scattering loss
at ultrasonic frequenciesis so large relative to the hysteresis
iossthat the latter is negligible.The scatteringformulas have
been studied and classifiedinto distinct scattering regions
accordingto the ratio of the sound wavelength,t to the mean
grain diameterD ( Refs. I 3- I 5 ) . The functions are tabulated
in Table I.
In this study, experimentswere conducted in the Rayleigh scattering region. Details concerning the scattering
constants(i.e.,the constantsc1, c2, c3 as shown in Table I)
for both cubic and hexagonal grains can be found in the
articlesby Papadakis.t6'rtOf the three scatteringregions,the
Rayleigh scattering Q>D) exhibits the most sensitivity to
the frequency and grain size distribution' In addition, the
multiple scattering is considered to be negligible, which simplifies the localization ofscatterers and their scattering properties.
II. A STATISTICAL MODEL OF GRAIN SIGNAL
The measured grain backscattered echo is a composite
signal corresponding to many reflected grain boundary echoes with random amplitudes and arrival times. As shown in
Fig. 1, in a given range cell, the random scatterers can be
represented by delta functions, and the grain characteristic
function can be represented by the sum ofthese delta functions:
M

g(t): >Ak6(t - r1),

(b)

FIG. 1. (a) Range cell geometry; (b) grain scatteringmodel.

where a"* is a random variable related to the grain scattering
- o'*
is the result ofattenuation that decrosssection, and e
pends on the position of the scatterers within the range cell.
It is important to point out that, although both the scattering
coefficient a,o and the attenuation coefficient a are functions of frequency, this is omitted in the above equation in
order to simplify the mathematical representation.
Based on the properties of linear system theory, the
measured signal is

r(t):u(t)*g(t): lnoutr-r2),

Q)

*utelet,asshownin Fig.2'
wherea ( t ) isthebasicurJr]rlorri"
Without lossof generality,we make the assumptionthat the
'E ?
. r,.,r
wavelet has Gaussian envelope,
{
d*r
u
i
(8)
u(t):s-/t'4ot,
where aris the center frequency and 7 is a constant representing the reciprocal square of the width of the wavelet in time.

r.o
o.75

G)
o.5

to the
wherethe ,l;u. ""u at the positioncorresponding
round-trip time t represents a small time interval of size 2e:
(5)
Vk.
t-e<rk<t+€,
Note that Iil is a random variable and represents the total
number of scattererswithin the range cell. The term l* is
defined as
Ak :
401
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(6)

o.25
o

r.o

2.O

3 ' OP s

FIG. 2. A typical ultrasonic wavelet.
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to range
UsingEq. ( 8), the grain signalcorresponding
cell centeredaboutroundtrip time / becomes
k

r(t1 :

d r k f @ (-t r k \ r ( t - r . J 2
'
e-

,2,o,r"-

(9)

For e on ,riJi.a.. of a periodandt>e (farfieldregion),
e-

o'r=e - o'and
Eq. (9) will simplify to
M

(10)
o,*ddk,6r:G-r,r)a.
rZt
Note that the random phase/1 is governed by the random
arrival time of echoesand is consideredto be uniformly distributed from 0 to 2n. Let us define
r(t1:e-o'I

M

Rde :

2 I o,od'*.

(ll)

Then,

(12)

As shown in Fig. 3, the term Rdo given in Eq. ( l l ) c a nb e
resolvedinto X and lcomponentsr8:
M

M

X:)X*:lo,rcos$1,,
If:

M

M

)Iu:

)o,osinSo.

ft:

(l3)

/<:l

k:t

I

k:

(l8)

UsingEqs.( 15)-( l8), thejointprobabilitydensityofXand
Iis obtained:
- rs + i/z-'l'
-f*, (x,y) : -fx G)-fv U7 : (1/2trd) e
(l9)
grain
Thedistributionof the amplitudeof the backscattered
signal,f*(r), can be achievedby usingthe followingrelationsle:

(20)
(2t)

X:Rcos0,
Y: R sin 9,
lzo

fne):l

Jo

(22)

fRee,0)de,

and that is

t:

r(t) : Rdee- o'.

EGn : E(X)E(I') :0'

( 14)

I

In practice, the number of scatterers illuminated by the
transducer is very large, and the scatterers are considered to
be independent and identically distributed (i.i.d). Therefore, according to central limit theorem , forlatge M, X and Y
are normally distributed. The mean of random variable X
and lis

E(x): tlr(i,""* "o,O-)],

(l s )

: tlt(ft,"*,i"d-)].
E(Y)

(l6)

f*(r)

:

12r/q)e-

i/q,

(23)

where

(24)

q: E(M)E(4).

Equation (23 ) is referred to as the Rayleigh probability
density function, whose validity has been confirmed experimentally basedon the amplitude histograms of grain signals
from steelsamples( type l0l 8 ) of different grain sizes.Prior
to constructing the histograms, the grain signals were filtered by an envelope detector and normalized by removing
the effect of attenuation. Figure 4 shows the histograms of
the grain signals backscattered from two different steel sam'
pleswith grain sizesof 14 and 50pm. As shown in this figure,
the histograms (solid line) fit the Rayleigh probability den-

Sincethe randomvariablesM, o"* andSp are consideredto
be independent,and /1 is uniformly ciistributedover the
ran1e(0,2r), the expectedvalueof the randomvariablesX
and )ziszero.The varianceof Xand IarerE:
(17)
\E(M)E(4) : d.
Furthermore,it can be proventhat X and lare uncorrelated:
d, : dr:

5.O

2.5

o

FIG. 3. A random phasorsum in thc complcxplane.2s
4O2
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FIG. 4. Amplitude histogramsof grain signals:(a) stecl,(b) stecl'2ffiO.
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;ity function (dash line) very closely'Theseresultsare repreientative of numerous experimental observations' lt
;hould be noted that, although our experimental results
show a close fit to Rayleigh distribution, in practice, this
may not always be the casefor all materials' A similar study
hus be.n carried out in radar to evaluate clutter,2(L2rand a
broad rangeofprobability density functions has beenreport-

F u r t h e r m o r e ,u s i n gE q s . ( 2 7 ) - ( 2 9 ) , t h e v a r i a n c eo f ( r ( l ) )
can be determined:
d . r , r r >: e - 2 " ' ( d ' / N )

* "- -'#:t'{r(" - k)[R'(k)-,'?]l].
(30)

ed.
If the spacingbetween measurementsis large, the ensemble
measurementswill be uncorrelated. Hence,

III. ESTIMATIONOF ATTENUATION
One of the objectives of evaluating the backscattered
signalis to extract the attenuation coefficient'Equation ( 12)
indicates that the measured signal r(r) has a random pattern. and attenuation can only be obtained by performing
some sort of averaging' Using Eqs. ( 23 ) and (24) , the expected value of the amplitude of the backscattered signal
results in

; : Cr€-o'. (25)

E lr(t)l : (e "' /DJE(M)

Inspection of Eq. (25) revealsthat the expectedgrain
signal is attenuatedexponentially as a function of time, and
the intensity is proportional to the grain scatteringcrosssection. Based on the above equations, the attenuation coefficient can be obtained from the ensembleaverageof the grain
signals at a given time. In general,a better estimate of the
atienuation coefficient can be obtained by estimating
Elr(t)] using ensembleaveragesat many different times
and applying linear regressionafter logarithmic transformation. ihe overall system of estimating the attenuation coefficient is shown in Fig. 5. The key to the accuracy of the measurement is the effectivenessof the averaging operation' In
the following sections,we presentthe mathematical analysis
of two averaging techniques-spatial and temporal-for obtaining the expectedvalue ofthe grain signal'
A. Spatialaveraging
Spatial averaging is a method for characterizing attenuation as a function of position. This can be accomplished by
scanning the specimen and averaging the rectified backscattered signals. Let us assume that averaging of N measurements at y'{ different positions of the specimen is performed:

(r(r)):
*,t,r,,-",,

(26)

- o'is
the rectified backscattered signal measured
where ire
at a given position i. In general, for homogeneous materials,
the signal amplitude is wide-sensestationary that implies

(27)
(28)

E ( ? t ): m

E ( ? i j ) : r R(,f r ) , V k : l i - f l '

Except for the scaling factor m, Eq. (26) is an unbiased
estimator of attenuation:

(29)

E I?G)17: me-o''
ono,rl

ffi'l

s,onlt

llue*lo'lci

lroolntrxrrcl

I

LTilEAF

I
"ici,i'm fi o"rea'or_fl11511ft1111i

AtrENUarloN

ilm+rcril

FIG. 5. System block diagram for attenuation measurements'
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R,(k):a2, k+O

(31)

d,to : e-t''(4/N)'

(32)

and
In the aboveequation, as (r'f - oo), the term d1,r,r1- 0' This
is the condition for obtaining a consistentestimateof (r( l) ) '
In practice, the ensemblemeasurementsare not necessarily
uncorrelated IR, (k) lmz) and' consequently,the effective
number ofindependent averagingsis expectedto be lessthan
the actual value of/y'.
B. Time averaging
Another practical approach to ensembleaveraging is
time domain averaging'The grain signal is a stochasticprocessin which randomnessis inherent to any singlemeasurement. The temporal fluctuations contain equivalent information to the random spatial fluctuations; therefore, it is
appropriate to determine the statistical parameters (e'g',
mean and variance) of the processfrom a single measurement, which is far more practical than using multiple measurements. This approach is valid when using stationary
random processesin which time averages are identical to
their ensembleaverages(i.e., ergodic process22).
Time averaging is accomplished by averaging samples
of the rectified grain signal taken at time t + Lt,...,t + NAt,
such that
1

N

(33)
i,e-d(t+ia",
Vatt:i-t
Ni?r'
wherei, is the amplitudeof unattenuatedsignalcorrespond'
ing to given time r * iAl. In the aboveequation,the sum
representsaveragingof N random variablesweighted by
e-ai^t. The i is a stationaryrandom process'and the expectedvalueof Eq. (33) becomes

Et 46i:#^,t,e-di^' ,

( 34)

wherem : E(?t). Let us assumethe integrationperiod?"is
equal to NAl, and the term I remainsconstantas try'- o '
Then,Eq. (34) is simPlifiedto
(35)
- e-'r)/aTl}.
Et (t)l:e-'t{E(r)t(l
becomesa
once ?nis defined,the term (l -e-")/aT
known constant.Similar to spatial averaging,time domain
integrationof the amplitudesignalis equalto the attenuation
factor e o', multiplied by a constantI Eq. ( 35) ] . Therefore,
time averaging[Eq. (33)] is an unbiasedestimatorof the
attenuation.The accuracyof the estimationis highly dependent on the valueof d,-.
Saniieetal.: Ultrasonicgrainsignals
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Let us define the temporal autocorrelation of the sampled signal as

R , ( l i- j l ) :

(36)

E(7,?i),

then, the secondmoment of r( r) can be representedin terms
of the autocorrelation functions:

/l-

*

^-2dt

\

,7r

't"i'':-

j)A?'( - jll)' rlzl
d('+
li

N

/

N,

\

I j:

i t t + j r . a ( i + i ) ^ t [ R , ( l i - i l )- ' l ) ,

whered, is the varianceof i,. Let us define,
4"Ui: R,(li_ jl) _ ^r.

r:al

(39)

Hence,the variancecanbe rewrittenas
aii:

e-2d'/

)

tr= \4

- otal -

STEEL- 2OOO
ASTM NO,5

2"Lt

.,r^-2d6t

X (g

(")

1-"-zaT

^r'- |

-*-r"*

*2,4"&)
e

- 2 s N r i+t * o ' t r ) .

(40)

the terrn4"(k)
If the samplevaluesare uncorrelated,
the varianceof
this
condition,
k.
Under
all
for
zero
becomes
to
the estimationsimplifies
(41)
d,^ : (4/N)lr-'o'(l - e-'"')/zaTf .
consisthentheestimationbecomes
If .tly'-co, andd--0,
tent.It is importantto point out that,for a smallvalueof aI,
the meanand varianceassociatedwith temporalaveraging
becomeidentical to spatial averaging.This equality is only
true with conditions of ergodicity, stationarity, and when
usinguncorrelatedobservations.As with spatialaveraging,
the effectivenumberof time averagesis lessthan the actual
valueof Nwhen the sampledvaluesof the signalarecorrelated. Furthermore,the accuracyor reliability of time averaging is highly dependenton the choiceof ?nFrom an analytical point of view, the larger the value of ?",the better the
estimatecanbe.But when ?"isassigneda largevalue,signal
attenuation becomessignificant, causing poor signal-tonoiseratio that will introduce error in the estimation.
IV. TEMPORALAND SPATIALAVERAGINGRESULTS
The objectof this work is to evaluatethe grain sizevariation in solidswhenotherphysicalparameters(e.9.,crystal
shape,elasticconstants,density,and velocities)remainconstant.Theseassumptionsallow usto accuratelyinterpretthe
resultingfrom thegrainsizevariation.In this
measurements
(4X4X l0in.) wereheattreatstudy,typel0l8 steelblocks
grain
sizes.Microstructuresof
ed for 4 h to obtain various
4O4

(b)
S T E E L- I T O O
A S T MN O . 7

o1
' i ?\ r e - 2 d i ^ '

+ i
i:

1

ASTM NO

R , ( 0 )t e - 2 d i ^ '

U s i n g E q s . ( 3 4 ) a n d ( 3 7 ) , t h e v a r i a n c eo f r t l ) c a n b e o b tained:
d -f-t , : : - l

> I E.E L

N

p-Zdt/

.

E I r(r).] :--{

(")
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FIG. 6. Micrographic results of steel sampies: (a) no heat treatment, (b)
"F, (c)
heat treatment at 2000'F.
heat treatment at 1700

the samplesare shown in Fig. 6. Type l0l8 steelsample has
an averagegrain size of 14 ptmprior to heat treatment and
the grain size increasesto 24 and 50pm with heat treatment
at 1700 and 2@O'F, resPectivelY.
The experimental grain signal measurementswere accomplished using a Gamma type transducer manufactured
by K-B Aerotech with approximately a 5-MHz center frequencyand 3-dB bandwidth of approximately 1.5MHz. The
rf signal was sampledat 100MHz with 8-bits resolution. All
measurementswere carried out using an immersion technique with the specimensbeing placed in the farfields of the
transducer.The transduceraperture is 0.5 in. and, therefore,
significant spacing between measurementsis required for
obtaining uncorrelated data. The scanning area is square
shaped covered by a l6x 16 grid. Figure 7 shows spatial
averaging results corresponding to various scanning areas:
0 . 5 x 0 . 5 , 0 . 7 5 x 0 . 7 5 , l . 0 x 1 . 0 ,a n d 2 . 0 x 2 - 0 i n . A l l m e a surements clearly display the effect of attenuation in the sig'
nal. It should be noted that there is more variation in the rate
of decay in data corresponding to smaller scan arqrs (e.g-'
0.5 X 0.5 in.) than the largerareas(e.g.,2.0X2.0in.). This is
due to the higher degree of correlation between measurements when using a small area of scanning. For different
grain size samples,the attenuation coefficientwas estimated
using the procedure described earlier in Fig' 5. The grain
Saniieet a/.: Ultrasonicgrainsignals
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o
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FIG. 8. Spatial averaging ofbackscattered ultrasonic signals from steel samples with different grain sizes.
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2.O
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FIG. 7. Comparison ofthe backscatteredgrain signals using different scan'
ning area for sPatial averaging.

signal used for estimating the attenuation coefficient represents scattering characteristics in the region between 0'40
and2.75 in. from the front surface of the specimen' Consistent estimatesof attenuation coefficients (i'e., * 5Vo vari'
ation) are obtained within aZ.O-XZ'O'in. scanning area'
A comparison of ensemble averaging results corresponding to samplesof various grain sizesis shown in Fig' 8'
The four measurements shown in this figure were obtained
under identical experimentalconditions (i.e., the position of
transducer with respect to samples, the angle of incident
beam, and the pulser, receiver' and digitizer adjustments)
using ensemble averaging of a 2'x2-in. scanning ztea of
specimen covered by I 6 X I 6 grids. The top three traces represent the ensembleaveraging ofbackscattered signal correponding to diferent grain sizes.The lower trace is the system
noise level in the absenceof the grain signal. The duration of
the signalsar e20 ps,while the starting points are 3.5ps away
from the front surface echoes. These signals provide information corresponding to a region between 0.40 to 2'75 in'
inside the steelsamples.As evident from Fig. 8, the samples
with larger grain sizesscatterechoesof larger intensity com405
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pared to samplesof smaller grain sizes.In general,the intensity of the backscatteredsignal can be correlated with the
grain size,although one must be aware that this intensity is
highly dependenton the geometry of the specimenand the
beam angle ofincidence. Furthermore, all three tracesofthe
grain signalsdisplay attenuation efects. The estimatesof the
attenuation coefficients in the steel samples obtained using
spatial averagingare presentedin Table II. The attenuation
coefficients are estimated by utilizing the entire 2048 data
points and applying the stepsinvolved in the model shown in
Fig. 5.
Through extensive experimentation and evaluation of
the backscattered grain signal, we have observed that the
attenuation coefficient is position dependent, which creates
ambiguity in the interpretation of the results. An experimental evaluation of this problem is discussed later. Nevertheless, graphical results shown in Fig. 8, and the numerical
values presented in Table II, indicate the feasibility and potential of attenuation measurement as a method for nondestructive grain size characterization.
A similar study has been performed using temporal
averaging. As discussedin the theoretical section, the number of samples and sampling intervals is essential in obtaining consistent averaging results. To evaluate temporal averaging performance, window lengths between 64 to 512
samples were examined. Experimental results of the time
averaging using different window sizesareshown in Fig' 9' It

TABLE II. Estimated attenuation coefficients for different grain sizes'

Steel
Steel
Steel-1700
Steel-2000

Heat-treated
('F)
temperature

;;
2000

Estimatedgrain
size(pm)

14
24
50

Estimated
attenuatton
coefficient(dBlcm)

0.6226
0.8252
1.139
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t.o
TIME AVERAGING
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o

6 . Oc m

5.O

?.o

r.0
TIME AVERAGING
WINDOW SIZE: I2A SAMPLES

o.75

exampleis shown in Fig. 10.In general,usrnga singleI scan
is moie practical and efficientfor ultrasonic testing' In fact,
in somesituations,the geometryof the object interfereswith
or prohibits the use of multiple measurements' Furthermore, if the penetration of ultrasonic energy is position or
of this variation is necorientation dependent,an assessment
prior
to averaging'Finally,
essaryand must be compensated
measurementresingle
of
a
use
and most importantly, the
of the sample
region
a
smaller
to
vealsinformation confined
that dismeasurements
multiple
relative to the averageof
region
broader
to
a
pertaining
plays integrated information
of the sample.

o.5
A. Correlation effects
o.25

o

6.O cm

5.O

4.O

2.O

t.o
TIME AVERAGING
wlNOOw SIZE: 256 SAMPLES

o.5

I(X;Y): H(X) - HG /n,

o.25
6.Ocm

5.O

t.o
TIME AVERAGING
wlNDOW StZe: 512 SAMPLES

o.75
o.5
o.25
o

As discussedearlier, for both temporal and spatial averaging, correlation among repeatedmeasurementsplays an
important role in the effectivenessin smoothing process'
This fact can be confirmed by the basic principles of information theory.23 The average mutual information between
X and measurementIis given by
mezrsurement

r.0

2.O

3.O

4.O

5.O

5.Ocm

grainsignalusingdifferentwin'
of ultrasonic
averaging
FIG. 9. Temporal
dowlengths.
should be noted that with temporal averagingthere is significant variation in the rate of decay corresponding to smaller
window sizes. Estimating the attenuation coefficient using
temporal averaging based on the methods shown in Fig' 5
appearsto be consistent to within !lQ%o' These observations suggestthat temporal averagingis a good substitutefor
spatial averaging. For the steel specimensexamined, results
of spatial and temporal averaging have been very similar' An

(42)

where II(X) is the average self-information (entroPY) of
measurement X, andH ( X / I.) is the conditional information
of measurement X when measurement I has already been
carried out. If measurement X is independent of measure:0,
ment ff, then, the avetagemutual information I(X;Y)
Xgiven
measurement
and conditional entropy H6 /n for
measurementlis equal to the information provided by measurement X. In order to illustrate the measurement performance in terms of the self-information provided by the individual measurement, we introduce the effective number of
independent measurementsN", defined as
-'e

variance at the averagerinPut
variance at the averageroutput

(43)

are independent,{ : N, then the
If all measurements
effectofthe averageris to reducethe varianceofthe random
are
averagingsignal by a factor of N. If all measurements
reduc:
is
no
compietelycorrelated,then N" 1' and there
tionln the varianceofthe randomaveragingsignal'
The correlationpropertiesand the effectivenumberN.
of the measuredsignalswereexamined.The estimatedeffective numberly'" for both temporalandensembleaveragingis

r.o
o.75

SPATIAL AVERAGING
S C A N N I N GA R E A : 2 . O r 2 . O

FIG. 10.A comparisonof spatialaver'
agingand temPoralaveraging.

o.5
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o.25

o
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r.o
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TABLE Ill. Performanceofspatial averagrng

0.5x 0.5rn

Scanningarea

0.75x 0.75in

l . 0 x 1 . 0i n .

256

256
0.006
24.5
lOVo

256
0.017
8.6
3Vo

Actual A
Variance (0. 1445)
Efective N
Normalized effective tV

0.0r5
9.6
4Vo

presentedin Tables III and IV. In Table III, the effective
number was computed by using Eq. (a3), and the results
were normalized by the actual number of measurements.We
note that the normalized effectivenumber of measurements
becomeslarger as the scanningarea increases.This suggests
that there is lesscorrelation among grain signalsif they are
measuredat positionsfarther apart. Similar conclusionscan
be reachedin measurementsinvolving temporal averaging.
Table IV showsthe normalized effectivenumber of measurements corresponding to diferent window lengths. As the
integration time increases,the performanceof averagingimproves and the normalized effective number increases.It
must be noted that, since a high correlation exists between
the sucessivesample values of the grain signal, the effective
number is significantly smaller than the total number of
sample values,as shown in Table IV.
An evaluationof the autocorrelation IEq. ( 36 ) ] and the
ensemblecorrelation [Ee. (28)] is shown in Fig. 11. This
figure supports the principle ofergodicity, since a great degree of similarity exists betweenthe pattern of autocorrelation and ensemblecorrelation. Furthermore, both autocorrelation and ensemblecorrelation valuesare high for a small
shift in position (e.g.,within 0.1in.), although beyond 0.2
in. the correlation drops as much as SOVa.Thecorrelation
for data collected at positions farther apart fluctuates
around 20Vo, which implies that the ratio of N"/N will not
reach the ideal value of unity. Regardlessof the low value for
N./N, one can conclude that a spacinglarger than 0. 1 in. is
desirable between sequential measurements. In fact, this
condition was satisfied in the spatial averaging of a}'X2'in.
areascannedusing a l6 X 16 grid. For this situation, N" ,/Nis
abont25Va, which is far lessthan unity.
B. Grain signal attenuation behavior
In the process of estimating the attenuation coefficient,
we have observed that attenuation is position dependent.
The rate of decay of grain signal is initially large and drops as
time proceeds.This suggeststhat the attenuation character-

2.0x 2.0in
756
0.002
58.5
22Vo

2.0x 8.0in
1024
0.0003
437.7
44Vo

istics are not a simple exponential decay processat all, although such a model seemsto be widely used.
Position-dependentattenuation cannot be related to the
possible existenceof multiple scattering since all the measurementsare carried out in the Rayleigh scattering region
where multiple reflectionsare generally negligible. There is
no clear explanation for the existenceofposition-dependent
attenuation. and this cannot be related to the variation in
grain size with position since the steelsamplesused are howhich suggest that the
mogeneous.There are reports2o'25
rate of decayof the backscatteredsignal is initially dominated by scatteringeffects,but with depth, the efects ofabsorption become more dominant, which is less severe.Another
possiblecauseof position-dependentattenuation can be related to the diffraction property of the ultrasonic beam.Nevertheless,from a practical point of view, the estimationof the
attenuation coefficientmust be confined to a known region
in order to more meaningfully characterize the grain size
basedon the presenceofdecay in the backscatteredsignal.
The experimentsfor examining the position-dependent
attenuation coefficientwere basedon spatial averagingsince
it performs slightly better than time averaging. In order to
evaluate the position-dependentattenuation coefficient,the
attenuation coefficient was estimated using a data window
that correspondsto a 0.6 in. segmentof the specimen.This
window was applied to the traces shown in Fig. 8 and was
shifted through the entire signal. The estimatedattenuation
coefficientsvia position of the window are shown in Fig.
l2(a).In the beginning of the estimate,it is evident that the
heat-treated steel sample with the smaller grain size (steel1700) shows higher attenuation coefficient than the larger
grain size sample (steel-2000). However, the attenuation of
steel-1700becomesless than the attenuation ofsteel-2000 at
a later position. This inconsistent behavior in the estimation
of the attenuation coefficients may be caused by inadequate
data size, or by the high degree ofvariation in the characteristics of grain scattering. A consistent estimate can be obtained by using larger window size. For example, Fig. 12( b )

of temporalaveraging.
TABLE lV. Performance
Window size
(actual lf)

<tt

128

2s6

0.021

0.0032

0.0018

0.001I

Effective I[

6.8

45.2

77.9

134.5

Normalized
effective y'f

5Vo

lSVo

21Vo

26%

Variance
( 0 . 1 4 4 5)

FIG. I l. Comparisonof temporaland ensemblecorrelationfunctions.
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FIG. 12.Estimatedposition-dependent
samples.

shows the results when using data window size corresponding to 1.2in. of the sample.In this figure, the samplewith the
laiger grain size shows higher attenuation compared to the
samplewith the smaller grain size.All three samplesexhibit
a changein the rate of attenuation as a function of position'
Further inspection of this figure reveals that, although the
estimation at the starting position shows higher attenuation
for the larger grain sample, this may not be the caseat a later
position (i.e., deeper in the sample)' This behavior can be
influenced by the microstructure of the material, as well as
the transducer beamwidth, center frequency, and bandwidth, and the size of the estimation window' Therefore, it is
important that this technique be carefully evaluated prior to
its utilization in routine nondestructive testing'

v. coNcLUSION
It hasbeenshownthat it is feasibleto characterizematerials with different grain sizes by analyzing the backscatteredsignal.This has been achievedby measuringthe
attenuationioefficientusingtwo equivalentapproachesfor
smoothingthe backscatteredsignal' Statisticalanalysisand
experimentalresults suggestthat the accuracyof the esti."tta attenuationcoefficientusing time averagingare very
closeto ensembleaveraging.The choiceof scanningstepsfor
spatialaveragingand the window length for temporalaverof the smoothingoper"gittg ut" critical in the effectiveness
estimatedattenuation
the
materials,
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all
fot
uiiorr.
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to
be
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was
coefficient
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